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Introduction

• Influenza poses a heavy burden to global health services
• WHO: 250,000 – 500,000 deaths worldwide; >500 deaths in 

Hong Kong in 2015
• At risk: elderly, young children, chronic illness
• Prevention by influenza vaccine is the best option
• Problems: poor vaccine uptake, vaccine mismatch, poor 

immunogenicity
• Neuraminidase inhibitor – oseltamivir- less effective for late 

presenters
• The new polymerase inhibitor – baloxavir; unknown 

effectiveness in hospitalized patients and late presenters

http:www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets
http://emergency.cdc.gov/HAN



Adjuvant Therapy for Severe Influenza Infection

• Convalescent plasma/ hyperimmune IVIG 
reduced viral load/ cytokine/ mortality in 
severe H1N1 2009 

• Very expensive and long preparation time

• Animal study using immunomodulators with 
COX-2 inhibitor celecoxib + zanamivir reduced 
mortality in mice infected with H5N1/ H7N9

• Combination therapy will be optimal for 
influenza treatment

• Investigate the effect of celecoxib + 
oseltamivir in severe influenza infection in 
human

Hung IF et al. Clinical Infect Dis 2011;52;447-56
Hung IF et al. Chest 2013;144:464-73
Beigel JH et al. Lancet Respir Med 2017;5:500-11

Zheng BJ, Yuen KY et al. PNAS 2008;105:8091-6
Li C, Zhang AJ et al. PLoS One 2014;18:9
Jin Y, Zhang G et al. J Gene Med 2011;13:243-9



Method
• Prospective double blind 

randomised controlled trial 
(NCT02108366)

• Adult patients hospitalized for 
confirmed influenza A(H3N2) 
infection and on oxygen support

• December 2014 to March 2017
• Randomised to oseltamivir 75mg bd

+ celecoxib 200mg daily for 5 days 
vs. oseltamivir 75mg bd + placebo 

• Antibiotics given to treat 
pneumonia/ concomitant infections

• Inclusion: symptom duration ≤72 
hours, hospitalized A(H3N2) by 
NxTAG™, antiviral commenced 
within 24 hours after admission

• Exclusion: allergy to oseltamivir, 
NSAIDs, beta-lactam antibiotics, 
CrCl <30mL/min; hx of CHF

• Primary end point: 28 days 
mortality

• Secondary end point: NEWS, NPA 
viral load, cytokine, LOS



Recruitment Flow-chart 



Demographics, Clinical Features, Laboratory and CXR



Demographics, Clinical Features, Laboratory and CXR



Treatment, Complications & Clinical Outcome



NEWS & Viral Load Profile



Cytokine Profile



Results Summary

• Significantly lower 28-day mortality (p=0.037) in the 
oseltamivir-celecoxib combo group

• Significantly reduction in serial IL-6 and IL-10 from day 1 to day 
5 (p<0.05) and NEWS from day 1 to day 3 (p<0.01)

• Kaplan-Meier analysis: combination treatment had lower 28 
day mortality (HR:0.63; 95% CI 0.36-0.94; p=0.019)

• Adverse effects: no patients developed rise in creatinine, none 
developed cardiac/ GI side effects during study



Limitations

• Could not exclude beneficial effects of antibiotics
• All within 72 hours from symptom onset; none were late-

presenters
• Validity and generalizability need to be tested in late 

presenters
• Unable to use in patients with renal impairment/ underlying 

CHF



Conclusions

• Combination of celecoxib-oseltamivir reduced mortality, serial 
NEWS and cytokine in hospitalized A(H3N2) patients without 
increased adverse effects
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